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ABSTRACT The ionizable amino acid side chains of proteins are usually located at the surface. However, in some proteins an
ionizable group is embedded in an apolar internal region. Such buried ionizable groups destabilize the protein and may trigger
conformational changes in response to pH variations. Because of the prohibitive energetic cost of transferring a charged group
from water to an apolar medium, other stabilizing factors must be invoked, such as ionization-induced water penetration or
structural changes. To examine the role of water penetration, we have measured the 17O and 2H magnetic relaxation dis-
persions (MRD) for the V66E and V66K mutants of staphylococcal nuclease, where glutamic acid and lysine residues are buried
in predominantly apolar environments. At neutral pH, where these residues are uncharged, we ﬁnd no evidence of buried water
molecules near the mutation site. This contrasts with a previous cryogenic crystal structure of the V66E mutant, but is consis-
tent with the room-temperature crystal structure reported here. MRD measurements at different pH values show that ionization
of Glu-66 or Lys-66 is not accompanied by penetration of long-lived water molecules. On the other hand, the MRD data are
consistent with a local conformational change in response to ionization of the internal residues.
INTRODUCTION
Among the noncovalent interactions responsible for the
folding of polypeptide chains into unique three-dimensional
conformations, the electrostatic interactions of ionized side
chains are the most long-ranged. Numerous experimental
and theoretical studies have been motivated by the need to
understand how electrostatic interactions give rise to spec-
iﬁcity in biological structures and processes by guiding
protein folding, assembly, recognition, and catalysis (Davis
and McCammon, 1990; Warshel and A˚qvist, 1991; Honig
and Nicholls, 1995; Nakamura, 1996; Simonson, 2003). All
pH-dependent properties of proteins are ultimately governed
by the electrostatic interactions of ionizable side chains. This
coupling to chemical protonation equilibria allows protein
electrostatics to be probed directly through measurements of
pKa values (Warshel, 1981; Antosiewicz et al., 1996; Schutz
and Warshel, 2001; Forsyth et al., 2002; Simonson et al.,
2004). The effect of electrostatic interactions is usually
quantiﬁed in terms of the shift, DpKa, of the pKa value of an
ionizable group in a protein relative to the pKa value of the
same group in a small reference molecule in dilute aqueous
solution.
Most ionizable side chains reside at the protein surface,
where they are at least partly exposed to the aqueous solvent.
The relatively small pKa shifts of such surface residues are
usually attributed to Coulomb interactions among the numer-
ous charged surface groups and with salt ions in the solvent
(Tanford and Kirkwood, 1957; Tanford and Roxby, 1972).
These Coulomb interactions are enhanced because the protein
itself is less polarizable than the aqueous solvent (Schellman,
1953; Hill, 1956).
Individually buried ionizable residues usually have much
larger pKa shifts than surface residues (Schutz and Warshel,
2001; Urry et al., 1994; Forsyth et al., 2002). Although
buried ionizable residues are relatively rare, they can play
key functional roles in a variety of energy transduction
processes (Shurki et al., 2004). In the absence of ion-pairing
or other nearby charged groups, the pKa shift of a buried
residue is dominated by the large electrostatic self-energy
in the weakly polarizable protein interior. In a dielectric
continuum description, DpKa is governed by the Born
energy: the difference in the work of charging the ionic
group in the protein medium and in a bulk aqueous medium
(Bashford and Case, 2000). In this approximation, all
polarization effects in the protein are subsumed in an
apparent dielectric constant, eP. Because a uniform dielectric
continuum model is a very crude description of the highly
heterogeneous protein interior, the dielectric coefﬁcient, eP,
becomes a model-dependent scaling factor without trans-
parent physical signiﬁcance. Its value thus depends on
whether self-energies or Coulomb energies are considered as
well as on the details included explicitly in the model (formal
charges, partial charges, and dipoles (Schutz and Warshel,
2001)). The effective dielectric constant governing the
response of the entire protein to an externally applied
electric ﬁeld, which can be computed from the total protein
dipole moment ﬂuctuation, is strongly dominated by charged
surface residues (Simonson and Brooks, 1996; Pitera et al.,
2001). It is therefore not relevant to the self-energy of
a deeply buried ionizable residue. Theoretical treatments of
pKa shifts range from macroscopic dielectric continuum
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models, via semimacroscopic partial charge (Honig and
Nicholls, 1995; Bashford and Case, 2000) and lattice dipole
(Schutz and Warshel, 2001) models, to all-atom simulations
(Simonson et al., 2004). Despite considerable sophistication,
none of these theoretical approaches at present can reliably
predict the large pKa shifts observed for buried residues. This
shortcoming may be due in large part to difﬁculties in
handling ionization-induced water penetration and confor-
mational changes in pKa calculations.
Protein engineering can provide valuable insights into
protein electrostatics (Sternberg et al., 1987). Particularly
informative are the large pKa shifts measured for ionizable
residues inserted in place of buried apolar residues. In the
present work, we are concerned with the V66E and V66K
mutants of staphylococcal nuclease (SNase). These deeply
buried glutamic acid and lysine residues exhibit some of
largest known pKa shifts, with jDpKaj in the range 4–5
(Dwyer et al., 2000; Fitch et al., 2002). To reproduce these
large pKa shifts using dielectric continuummodels with ﬁxed
charge distributions, it is necessary to invoke a protein
dielectric constant, eP, of 10–12 (Garcı´a-Moreno et al., 1997;
Dwyer et al., 2000; Schutz and Warshel, 2001), which is
much larger than would be expected from the predominantly
apolar environment of these buried groups. Even with a
semimacroscopic lattice dipole model, which explicitly but
approximately takes into account the dielectric response of
polar groups, the dielectric constant describing the re-
maining implicit degrees of freedom was unusually large
for the V66E and V66K SNase mutants (Schutz andWarshel,
2001). The crystallographic identiﬁcation of several buried
water molecules near the protonated side chain of Glu-66
led to the suggestion that the polarization of these water
molecules might account for the anomalously large dielectric
constant needed to reproduce the experimental pKa value
with macroscopic continuum calculations (Dwyer et al.,
2000). This proposal was supported by a subsequent semi-
macroscopic dielectric continuum calculation that included
the buriedwatermolecules near Glu-66 explicitly (Fitch et al.,
2002). Although the crystal structures of the V66Kmutant do
not identify any buried water molecules near the deproto-
nated Lys-66 (Stites et al., 1991; Garcı´a-Moreno et al., 1997),
it was hypothesized that buried water molecules are present,
but that positional disorder and/or partial occupancy prevent
them from being resolved in the electron density map at 2.1 A˚
resolution (Dwyer et al., 2000; Fitch et al., 2002).
The present study was undertaken to determine whether
buried water molecules are present near the mutation site in
the V66E and V66K mutants of SNase when the protein is in
aqueous solution, and to reveal any hydration changes that
accompany the ionization of these residues. For this purpose,
we have used the 17O/2H magnetic relaxation dispersion
(MRD) method, a specialized NMR technique that provides
information about the occupancy, orientational order, and
residence times of buried water molecules (Halle et al., 1999;
Halle and Denisov, 2001). Surprisingly, the MRD results
show that theV66E andV66Kmutants have the same number
of long-lived buried water molecules as the parent protein.
This is true whether Glu-66 or Lys-66 is in the charged or in
the neutral form. These results appear to contradict the ﬁnding
of three buried water molecules near Glu-66 in the crystal
structure of the V66E mutant (Dwyer et al., 2000). However,
this structure was determined after ﬂash-cooling the protein
crystal to 95 K and the hydration structure may therefore not
reﬂect the room-temperature equilibrium situation probed by
the MRD experiments (Halle, 2004a). To resolve this issue,
we report here the room-temperature crystal structure of the
V66E mutant. Consistent with the MRD results, we ﬁnd that
the water molecule buried most deeply near the carboxyl
group is no longer observable at room temperature. Similar
internal hydration differences between structures determined
at cryogenic and room temperatures have been observed for
several other SNase mutants, including V66D (D. Karp, M.
Stahley, G. Gittis, W. Stites, E. Lattman, and B. Garcı´a-
Moreno, unpublished results) and I92E (Nguyen et al., 2004).
The present room-temperature crystallography and MRD
data thus indicate that the uncharged forms of the ionizable
groups of Glu-66 and Lys-66 do not interact directly with
buried water molecules. Moreover, the MRD measurements
at low and high pH rule out penetration of long-lived buried
water molecules as a result of ionization of Glu-66 or Lys-66.
The apparent high polarizability in the neighborhood of these
residues is therefore not caused by water penetration. On the
other hand, the available data are consistent with local
conformational changes and/or disorder as a mechanism for
stabilizing the buried charges in these mutants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
X-ray crystallography
The V66E mutant of the hyperstable PHS variant of staphylococcal nuclease
(SNase), which contains the three substitutions P117G, H124L, and S128A,
was overexpressed in Escherichia coli and puriﬁed as described (Shortle and
Meeker, 1986). The PHS variant is stabilized by 14 kJ mol1 (at 20C) with
respect to wild-type SNase (Chen et al., 2000). Crystals of PHS/V66E were
grown using hanging drop vapor diffusion methods at 4C from a pre-
cipitating solution of 36% (vol/vol) 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol and 25 mM
potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.4. The protein concentration was 8.5 mg
mL1 before 1:1 mixing with the precipitating solution in the hanging drop.
PHS/V66E nuclease crystallized in tetragonal space group P41 with cell
parameters a ¼ b ¼ 48.79 A˚ and c ¼ 63.79 A˚. Crystals appeared after 5–7
days, and were mounted in quartz capillaries for data collection. Diffraction
data in the resolution range 50.0–2.1 A˚ were collected from a single crystal at
23C using an R-AXIS 4 image plate detector (Rigaku, Danvers, MA). Data
were processed and scaled using DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinoski
and Minor, 1997) to yield a data set with 8484 unique reﬂections. The Rsym
value for the data was 0.072 (0.215 in the highest resolution shell); the data
were 96.4% complete (96.0% in the highest resolution shell).
The structure was solved by the molecular replacement phasing method.
Using the atomic coordinates for PHS/V66E nuclease determined previously
at 95 K as a search model (Dwyer et al., 2000), a unique rotation and
translation solution was generated for the room temperature data set using
CNS (Bru¨nger et al., 1998). Rigid-body and positional reﬁnement yielded
unambiguous electron density maps to 2.1 A˚ resolution. Nine iterative
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rounds of model building (Jones et al., 1991), simulated annealing,
positional and B-factor reﬁnement (Bru¨nger et al., 1998) yielded a ﬁnal
R-value of 0.194 (0.211 for the highest resolution shell), and Rfree of 0.218
(0.269 for the highest resolution shell). Root mean-square (RMS) deviations
of the protein model from ideal geometry were 0.005 A˚ for bonds, 1.26 for
bond angles, and 22.7 for dihedral angles. Amino acids 45–50 belong to
a loop that is disordered in solution (Poole et al., 1991) and adopts a variety
of conformations in crystal structures (Hynes and Fox, 1991). Because these
residues were not well resolved in the electron density map, they were not
included in the structural model. Thirty-one water molecules were built
into the model in the ﬁnal ﬁve iterations. Only water molecules with both
sA-weighted and Fo–Fc electron density (contoured at 1.5 s and 3.0 s,
respectively) and proximity to a likely hydrogen-bond partner (distance ,
3.5 A˚) were included. Statistics for the new room-temperature structure of
PHS/V66E nuclease, as well as for ﬁve previously determined structures of
wild-type, PHS, PHS/V66E, wild-type/V66K, and D1PHS/V66K nuclease,
are summarized in Table 1. Coordinates for the room-temperature structure
PHS/V66E have been deposited (accession code 1U9R.pdb).
Magnetic relaxation dispersion
MRDmeasurements were carried out on the V66E and V66K mutants of the
D1PHS variant of SNase, as well as on the D1PHS parent protein itself.
Apart from the three mutations in the PHS variant (see above), D1PHS
contains two further substitutions (G50F and V51N) and a deletion of six
residues (44–49) from the ﬂexible V-loop (Poole et al., 1991; Hynes and
Fox, 1991). As a result of these further modiﬁcations, D1PHS is stabilized
by 28 kJ mol1 (at 25C) with respect to wild-type SNase (Fitch et al., 2002).
The proteins were expressed and puriﬁed to .98% (as judged by SDS-
PAGE) following the method of Shortle and Meeker (1986). The acid/base
titration of the proteins was assessed by circular dichroism and ﬂuorescence
spectroscopy. Denaturation of D1PHS/V66K in the absence of salt was
observed below pH 4.5, consistent with previous work (Fitch et al., 2002).
For the D1PHS/V66E mutant without added salt, denaturation was evident
above pH 9, consistent with previous studies of the PHS/V66E mutant
(Dwyer et al., 2000). In the presence of 0.2 M Na2SO4, D1PHS/V66E was
stable up to pH 10. As expected (Dwyer et al., 2000; Fitch et al., 2002), the
D1PHS parent protein was found to be more stable than either mutant at
both low and high pH.
The lyophilized proteins were dissolved in a 58:42% (vol/vol) mixture of
D2O and
17O-enriched (35 atom %) H2O (both from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, Andover, MA). To investigate the effect of ionization of
Glu-66 and Lys-66, MRD measurements were performed on solutions of
D1PHS/V66E at pH 7.0 and 9.5 and on solutions of D1PHS/V66K at
pH 4.5 and 7.0. TheD1PHS parent proteinwas studied at all three pH values.
Solution pH (without correction for isotope effects) was adjusted through
microliter additions of 0.5–1 M HCl or NaOH. No buffer was used, but all
protein solutions contained 133 mM Na2SO4 to enhance the stability of
D1PHS/V66E at basic pH (see above) (Shortle et al., 1990). At room
temperature, the D1PHS/V66E and D1PHS/V66K solutions showed signs
of protein aggregation, which was most pronounced at pH 4.5 and 9.5. The
samples were therefore extensively centrifuged, passed through 0.45-mm and
300-kDa ﬁlters, and thereafter stored at;10C. The protein concentration in
each MRD sample was determined by complete amino acid analysis.
The longitudinal relaxation rate, R1(v0), of the water
2H and 17O reso-
nances was measured as described in Denisov and Halle (1995a,b) at nine
magnetic ﬁelds in the range 0.38–14.1 T, using ﬁve Bruker (Karlsruhe,
Germany) and Varian (Palo Alto, CA) NMR spectrometers with four ﬁxed-
ﬁeld cryomagnets and a ﬁeld-variable iron magnet. The sample temperature
was maintained at 20.0 6 0.1C by a thermostated air ﬂow. The relaxation
rates of a bulk water reference sample (with the same solvent isotope and
salt composition as in the protein solutions) were Rbulk ¼ 2.53 s1 (2H) and
192 s1 (17O).
The measured relaxation rates are governed by thermal ﬂuctuations of the
orientation-dependent nuclear electric quadrupole coupling at the positions
of the 2H and 17O nuclei in water molecules and, in the case of 2H, also by
labile SNase deuterons in fast or intermediate exchange with the water
deuterons (Abragam, 1961; Halle et al., 1999; Halle and Denisov, 2001).
The relaxation dispersion, i.e., the frequency dependence of R1, is produced
by long-lived (residence time 109–106 s for 17O and 109–104 s for 2H)
water molecules in intimate association with the protein and, for 2H, also by
labile deuterons with residence times in the same range. The MRD proﬁle,
R1(v0), can be expressed in terms of the spectral density function, J(v),
according to (Halle et al., 1999; Halle and Denisov, 2001)
R1ðv0Þ ¼ Rbulk1 0:2 Jðv0Þ1 0:8 Jð2v0Þ; (1)
where v0 ¼ 2p n0 is the variable 2H or 17O resonance frequency in angular
frequency units. The MRD proﬁles were modeled by a bi-Lorentzian
spectral density function,
JðvÞ ¼ a1b tb
11 ðvtbÞ2
1 g
tg
11 ðvtgÞ2
: (2)
The amplitude parameters a, b, and g, and the correlation times tb and tg,
were determined by nonlinear least-squares ﬁts of Eqs. 1 and 2 to the MRD
data using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Press et al., 1992). Fits with
a mono-Lorentzian spectral density function (lacking the g-term in Eq. 2)
could not represent the high-frequency tail of the dispersions. Inclusion of
a second dispersive term, as in Eq. 2, reduced the x2 merit function by
a factor 5. Reported uncertainties in ﬁtted parameter values are based on
TABLE 1 Statistics for crystal structures of staphylococcal nuclease variants
Crystal structure label C1 C2 C3 C4* C5 C6
SNase variant Wild-type PHS D1PHS/V66K WT/V66K PHS/V66E PHS/V66E
PDB accession code 1EY0 1EY8 — 2SNM — 1U9R
Temperature (K) 297 297 95 298 95 296
pH 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 6.0 6.4
Resolution limit (A˚) 1.60 1.75 2.1 1.97 2.1 2.1
R-value 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.19
Free R-value 0.26 0.24 0.22 — 0.27 0.22
Residues 6–141 7–141 7–43, 50–141 7–141 7–141 7–44, 51–141
Non-hydrogen protein atoms 1091 1076 1025 1085 1079 1031
Water oxygen atoms 82 74 19 41 64 31
Median B-factor for protein atoms (A˚2) 34.9 34.4 31.1 22.9 32.6 32.1
Median B-factor for water oxygens (A˚2) 48.8 50.7 27.2 34.1 30.8 37.3
Reference Chen et al.,
2000
Chen et al.,
2000
Garcı´a-Moreno et al.,
1997
Stites et al.,
1991
Dwyer et al.,
2000
This work
*This structure also contains a Ca21 ion and a 2#-deoxythymidine 3#,5#-diphosphate inhibitor in the active site.
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uniform relative uncertainties in the measured relaxation rates, adjusted to
yield a reduced x2 close to unity (Press et al., 1992).
The three terms in Eq. 2 represent contributions from different classes of
protein-associated water molecules with distinct correlation times. The
frequency-independent term, a, is the relaxation enhancement (relative to
the bulk solvent relaxation rate) at a frequency of order 100 MHz. This
contribution comes from hundreds of mobile (correlation time , 109 s)
water molecules interacting with the external protein surface, and it can be
expressed as (Halle et al., 1999)
a ¼ Na
NT
Rbulk
ta
tbulk
 1
 
; (3)
where Na is the number of water molecules in contact with the protein
surface, and NT is the total number of water molecules per protein molecule
(the water/protein molar ratio). The rotational retardation factor, ta/tbulk, is
the ratio of the water rotational correlation time, ta, averaged over all surface
hydration sites, to the rotational correlation time, tbulk, of bulk water.
The frequency-dependent b- and g-terms in Eq. 2 arise from water
molecules fully or partly buried inside the protein or in deep surface pockets.
A water molecule with a residence time, tW, much longer than the rotational
correlation time, tR, of the protein contributes to the b-dispersion, with the
correlation time tb ¼ tR. A water molecule with a shorter residence time
contributes to the g-dispersion, with the correlation time tg given by Halle
et al. (1999) as
1
tg
¼ 1
tR
1
1
tW
: (4)
The dispersion amplitude parameters b and g are related to the cor-
responding numbers, Nb and Ng, of long-lived water molecules and their
RMS orientational order parameters, Sb and Sg, through (Halle et al., 1999)
b ¼ Nb
NT
ðvQ SbÞ2; (5)
and a similar expression for the amplitude g. Here, vQ is the water
2H or 17O
rigid-lattice nuclear quadrupole frequency for a protein-bound water
molecule (vQ ¼ 7.6 3 106 rad s1 for 17O and 8.7 3 105 rad s1 for 2H).
The values of the mean-square order parameters, S2b and S
2
g ; range from 0,
for an isotropically disordered water molecule, to 1, for a fully orientation-
ally ordered water molecule (S ¼ 0.94 for a water molecule in ice Ih).
Equation 5 is valid in the fast-exchange limit, where the residence time,
tW, of protein-bound water molecules (or labile deuterons) is short
compared to the zero-frequency intrinsic spin relaxation time, Tb ¼
[(vQSb)
2 tR]
1. This condition provides an upper bound for the residence
time of water molecules contributing to the b-dispersion: tW , [(vQSb)
2
tR]
1 (Halle et al., 1999).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural context of Glu-66 and Lys-66
The crystal structures of the V66E mutant have been
determined for the PHS variant of SNase, whereas the
V66K structures refer to either wild-type or to the D1PHS
variant (Table 1). The MRD solution studies described here
were performed on the D1PHS variant and on the V66E and
V66K mutants of this variant. The mutations and deletions in
the PHS and D1PHS variants were introduced to enhance
the stability of SNase, thereby allowing the ionization of
residues Glu-66 and Lys-66 to be studied in solution. These
background substitutions and deletions are at surface loca-
tions remote from the buried residue 66 and they produce
only local structural changes (Baldisseri et al., 1991; Chen
et al., 2000). For example, the Ca RMSD between the crystal
structures C3 and C5 (Table 1) is only 0.32 A˚ (Dwyer et al.,
2000). In the present study, which focuses on the local
environment of residues Glu-66 and Lys-66, we therefore
disregard variations in protein background.
In the crystal structures of theV66E andV66Kmutants, the
peptide carbonyl oxygen of residue 66 is solvent-exposed and
hydrogen-bonded to an external water molecule, but the
glutamic acid or lysine side chain is buried in a predominantly
apolar environment. These side chains adopt extended con-
formations, with the carboxyl Oe2 atom and the amino Nz
atom 6.8 and 7.5 A˚, respectively, from the peptide carbonyl
oxygen. The nearest external water molecules are 7–9 A˚ from
the carboxyl oxygens of Glu-66 and 9–10 A˚ from the amino
nitrogen of Lys-66. These ionizable groups are surrounded by
several apolar side chains: L14, A17, V23, L36, I92, andV99.
In the V66E mutant, there are ﬁve protein oxygen or nitrogen
atoms (T22.O, T62.O, T62.Og, K63.N, and E66.N) but 16
carbon atoms within 5 A˚ of either Glu-66 carboxyl oxygen.
None of these polar atoms is within hydrogen-bonding
distance of the carboxyl group. The nearest ionized groups (in
the pH range 6–8 of the crystal structures) are Asp-19 (8 A˚)
and the ion-paired Lys-63 and Glu-67 (7–9 A˚), all of which
are exposed to external solvent. The environment of the
Lys-66 Nz atom is even more apolar, with 17 carbon atoms
but only one or two polar protein atoms (G20.O and T62.O,
both .4 A˚) within 5 A˚. The nearest ionized groups, Asp-19
and Asp-21, are in the active site, 9 A˚ away.
Because of the scarcity of polar atoms near the ionizable
groups of Glu-66 and Lys-66, the charged form of these
residues would be strongly destabilized as compared to
a solvent-exposed location. Accordingly, these residues
exhibit anomalous ionization equilibria in solution (25C,
100 mM KCl) with apparent pKa values of 8.8 for Glu-66
(Dwyer et al., 2000) and 5.7 for Lys-66 (Fitch et al., 2002).
These pKa values are shifted by 4.4 and 4.7 units,
respectively, from the reference values for fully hydrated
model compounds (Forsyth et al., 2002). The crystal struc-
tures discussed here were obtained at pH values (Table 1)
where Glu-66 and Lys-66 are in their uncharged forms.
The solution MRD experiments reported here, on the other
hand, include conditions where these residues are pre-
dominantly ionized.
Structural characterization of buried
water molecules
Each of the six structural models of SNase variants listed in
Table 1 include between 19 and 82 water molecules. These
sets of crystallographically identiﬁed water molecules should
include the long-lived water molecules responsible for the
observed frequency-dependence of the water 17O relaxation
rate (see below). Previous MRD studies have established that
the principal determinant of water residence times in proteins
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is penetration depth, usually quantiﬁed in terms of the
external solvent-accessible surface area, AW, of the protein-
associated water molecule (Denisov and Halle, 1996; Halle,
1998). Deeply buried (AW¼ 0) water molecules usually have
residence times exceeding 108 s, and therefore contribute to
the main b-dispersion, governed by the rotational correlation
time of the protein (seeMaterials andMethods). Partly buried
(0,AW, 10 A˚
2) water molecules are usually located in deep
surface pockets and tend to have residence times on the order
of 109 s at room temperature. Theywill then contribute to the
high-frequency g-dispersion. The occupancy of a buried
hydration site depends on water-protein interactions (Baker,
1995). Usually, the lost water-water interactions in the bulk
solvent are compensated by 2–4 hydrogen bonds with the
protein (or with other buried water molecules).
On the basis of these criteria, we have identiﬁed 10
potentially long-lived water molecules, labeled Wat1–
Wat10, in the six crystal structures in Table 1 (see Table 2
and Fig. 1). These water molecules have little or no external-
solvent accessibility, their positional order (as judged by the
thermal B-factor) is as high as for protein atoms, and they
participate in 2.5–4.0 hydrogen bonds (Table 2). This set of
10 water molecules can be subdivided in two different ways.
First, we can identify a subset of consensus waters: Wat1–
Wat3 and Wat6–Wat10. These eight water molecules are
present in each of the six crystal structures in Table 1 (and in
several others) with the same hydrogen-bonding partners.
(Wat9 is included in the consensus set even though it was not
identiﬁed in crystal structure C3. This structure includes only
19 water molecules and Wat9 may have escaped detection
because of a large B-factor.) The remaining two water
molecules, Wat4 and Wat5, are only observed in the V66E
mutant. In the alternative subdivision, we can identify ﬁve
deeply buried water molecules, Wat1–Wat5, without
exposure to external solvent in any of the crystal structures
(ÆAWæ ¼ 0), and ﬁve partly buried water molecules, Wat6–
Wat10, with small but nonzero solvent accessibility. The
mutually hydrogen-bonded water molecules Wat6 and
Wat10 reside in a pocket in the nucleotide-binding active
site of SNase.
In the cryogenic structure of V66E, three water molecules
are buried near the mutation site: Wat4, Wat 5, and Wat9
(Dwyer et al., 2000). The most deeply buried of these, Wat4,
interacts strongly with the carboxyl group (2.6 A˚ from
E66.Oe2) and has three peptide carbonyl oxygens at 3.0–3.5 A˚
(Asp-19, Gly-20, and Thr-22). Closer to the surface, but
still fully buried, is Wat5. This water molecule resides in
a polar environment, with four protein atoms (I18.N, D19.O,
T22.O, and E66.Oe1) as well as the third water molecule,
Wat9, within hydrogen-bonding distance (3.2 A˚). Although
Wat5 makes a strong (2.8 A˚) hydrogen bond with Wat9, it is
too far (3.6 A˚) from Wat4 to form a hydrogen bond. Wat9,
which is present also in the wild-type, PHS, and WT/V66K
variants, is engaged in three strong (2.7–2.8 A˚) hydrogen
bonds to S59.O, Wat5, and an external water molecule.
Although the hydration structure near Glu-66 has been
described as a chain of four water molecules (Dwyer et al.,
2000), Wat4 is not hydrogen-bonded to the other three, and
the fourth water molecule does not interact signiﬁcantly with
TABLE 2 Buried water molecules in staphylococcal
nuclease variants
Label Occurrence* ÆAWæ (A˚2)y ÆBrelæz ÆNHBæ§
H-bond
partnersk
Wat1 C1–C6 0.0 0.7 2.8 D77.N; L89.O
Wat2 C1–C6 0.0 0.8 3.0 V104.O; A109.O;
W140.Ne1
Wat3 C1–C6 0.0 1.0 3.5 G20.N; P42.O;
G55.O
Wat4 C5 0.0 0.8 3.0 G20.O; T22.O;
E66.Oe2
Wat5 C5, C6 0.0 0.9 4.0 D19.O; E66.Oe1;
Wat9
Wat6 C1–C6 1.0 0.9 3.3 Y115.N; N118.O;
Wat10
Wat7 C1–C6 1.0 0.8 3.0 E73.Oe1; G96.N
Wat8 C1–C6 2.6 0.9 3.5 H8.O; E10.Oe2;
F76.N
Wat9** C1, C2,
C4–C6
2.5 (3.5) 1.2 (0.9) 2.4 (2.5) S59.O; (Wat5)
Wat10 C1–C6 ;10 0.9 2.5 Y113.O; Wat6
*Refers to the crystal structures in Table 1.
ySolvent-accessible area of buried water molecule, averaged over the six
crystal structures in Table 1.
zB-factor of buried water molecule, divided by median B-factor for protein
atoms (Table 1) and averaged over the six crystal structures.
§Number of O or N atoms within 3.2 A˚ and belonging to protein or other
buried water molecules, averaged over the six crystal structures.
kConsensus hydrogen-bond partners (,3.2 A˚), present in all six crystal
structures.
**Entries within parentheses refer to crystal structures C5 and C6 only.
FIGURE 1 Room-temperature crystal structure of PHS/V66E staphylo-
coccal nuclease, showing the location of fully (magenta) and partly (yellow)
buried water molecules, and a portion of the molecular surface (cyan) near
Glu-66 (shown in CPK representation). The water molecules are numbered
as in Table 2. The deeply buried Wat4 is only present in the cryostructure
and is then located above Wat5.
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the protein (the shortest polar contact is I18.O at 3.8 A˚). In
regard to MRD observability, we expect the fully buried
Wat4 and Wat5 to have residence times longer than 10 ns,
whereas Wat9, partly buried in a surface pocket, may have
a shorter residence time.
During ﬂash-cooling of a protein crystal, the temperature
inside the crystal drops ;200 degrees on a timescale of 10–
100 ms (Kriminski et al., 2003; Halle, 2004a). During this
period, temperature-dependent equilibria involving strongly
solvent-coupled degrees of freedom will readjust until they
are dynamically quenched at a temperature near 200 K
(Halle, 2004a). Speciﬁc hydration motifs seen in cryostruc-
tures must therefore be interpreted with caution, as they
might be cryoartifacts. Because water penetration may be
a mechanism for stabilization of buried ionizable residues
(Dwyer et al., 2000), we have redetermined the structure of
the V66E mutant at room temperature (Fig. 1). In general, the
room-temperature structure is closely similar to the cryo-
genic structure, with a Ca RMSD of 0.45 A˚. In particular, the
Glu-66 side chain adopts the same rotameric state in the two
structures. The most signiﬁcant difference is the hydration
pattern near the mutation site: whereas Wat5 and Wat9 are
conserved, the most deeply buried water molecule, Wat4, is
absent at room temperature. The external water molecule
hydrogen-bonded to Wat9 was also not evident in the room-
temperature structure, but this may simply be a consequence
of a large thermal B-factor (37 A˚2 already at 95 K).
The structure of the closely related mutant PHS/V66D has
also been determined (at 2.0 A˚ resolution) at cryogenic and
room temperatures (D. Karp, M. Stahley, G. Gittis, W. Stites,
E. Lattman, and B. Garcı´a-Moreno, unpublished results).
Here, the difference in hydration structure between the two
temperatures is even more striking. At 103 K, one partly
buried and two fully buried water molecules are seen near the
mutation site. The most deeply buried water molecule is
hydrogen-bonded (2.7–2.9 A˚) to D66.Od2 and to the other
two buried waters, each of which is also hydrogen-bonded to
an external water molecule. This branched hydration motif is
apparently a cryoartifact, since it is absent in the room-
temperature structure, which only contains a partly buried
water molecule near Asp-66, corresponding to Wat9 in
V66E.
The other mutant, V66K, which we have studied by MRD,
has also been subjected to crystal structure analysis at cryo-
genic and room temperatures (Table 1). For this mutant, there
are no buried water molecules at the mutation site, except the
partly buried Wat9 (also seen in the other SNase variants).
The K66.Nz atom is 7 A˚ from Wat9 and 9–10 A˚ from ex-
ternal water molecules.
Protein rotation and surface hydration
To determine the number of long-lived buried water
molecules under solution conditions, we recorded water
17O and 2H MRD proﬁles at 20C and at three pH values for
the SNase variant D1PHS and for its two mutants D1PHS/
V66E and D1PHS/V66K. The MRD data are shown in Figs.
2 and 3, along with ﬁtted bi-Lorentzian relaxation proﬁles
according to Eqs. 1 and 2. Unconstrained ﬁve-parameter ﬁts
to each of the 14 dispersion proﬁles yielded identical (within
the error) values for the correlation times: tb¼ 12.66 0.7 ns
and tg ¼ 2.1 6 0.4 ns. To improve the accuracy, the three
amplitude parameters were determined from ﬁts where the
two correlation times were ﬁxed at the common values
deduced from individual unconstrained ﬁts. The resulting
parameter values are collected in Table 3.
We identify the longer correlation time, tb, with the
rotational correlation time, tR, of the protein. According to
FIGURE 2 17O relaxation dispersion proﬁles at 20C from solutions of
(A) the parent protein D1PHS at pH 7.0 (n) and 9.5 (h), and the V66E
mutant at pH 7.0 ()) and 9.5 (s); and (B) the parent protein at pH 7.0 (n)
and 4.5 (h), and the V66Kmutant at pH 7.0 ()) and 4.5 (s). The V66E and
V66K data have been scaled to the same concentration as for the parent
protein (1.59 mM), assuming that the excess relaxation rate (R1–Rbulk) is
inversely proportional to NT (see Materials and Methods). The solid (parent
protein) and dashed (mutants) curves represent three-parameter ﬁts of a bi-
Lorentzian spectral density function (see Materials and Methods, and Table
3). The horizontal dashed line indicates the bulk solvent relaxation rate.
Error bars are approximately the same size as the data symbols. Note that the
parent protein data at pH 7.0 (n) are included in both panels.
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the crystal structures, the single-point mutations V66E and
V66K do not affect the size and shape of the protein. The
three SNase variants should therefore have the same tR, in
agreement with the MRD data. The rotational correlation
time for 1.5 mM wild-type SNase in complex with a calcium
ion and a mononucleotide inhibitor at pH 6.4 and 35C has
previously been determined from 15N relaxation data: tR ¼
9.1 6 0.5 ns (Kay et al., 1989). Using the scaling relation
tR } h/T to convert this value to 20C and the solvent
viscosity of the isotope-enriched water in our MRD samples
(h ¼ 1.15 cP), we obtain 15.0 6 0.8 ns. Another 15N
relaxation study (Alexandrescu et al., 1996) of the same
SNase variant, but at 3 mM and pH 5.3, yields 14.6 ns after
h/T scaling. As expected, these values are somewhat larger
than our value, tR ¼ 12.6 ns, which refers to the D1PHS
variant without the solvent-exposed ﬂexible loop residues
44–49 and without the inhibitor.
Here, we are primarily interested in the amplitudes of the
b- and g-dispersions, which are proportional to the number
of long-lived (buried) water molecules. Before discussing
these parameters, we shall brieﬂy consider the frequency-
independent parameter, a. With the aid of Eq. 3, we can
transform a into the quantity Na(ta/tbulk–1), involving the
number, Na, of dynamically perturbed water molecules in
contact with the external protein surface and the rotational
retardation factor, ta/tbulk, i.e., the relative slowing down,
compared to bulk water, of the diffusive rotational motion of
water molecules in the hydration layer. Within the
experimental uncertainty, the six MRD proﬁles recorded at
pH 7.0 (17O and 2H, three SNase variants) yield the same
result, Na(ta/tbulk–1) ¼ (2.2 6 0.2) 3 103. The number Na
can be estimated by dividing the solvent-accessible surface
area of the protein, AP, by the mean area, aW, occupied by
a water molecule at the surface. The calculation of AP is
complicated by the fact that the disordered residues 1–6 and
142–149 at the ends of the polypeptide chain are usually not
resolved in crystal structures. We therefore calculate AP from
the crystal structure of D1PHS/V66K (Garcı´a-Moreno et al.,
1997) and add a contribution from the 14 unresolved
terminal residues, estimated with the aid of the NMR
solution structure of SNase (Wang et al., 1997). In this way,
we obtain AP ¼ 8400 A˚2 (probe radius 1.4 A˚). With the
conventional value, aW ¼ 15 A˚2, this yields Na ¼ 560.
The rotational retardation factor for D1PHS nuclease at
20C then becomes ta/tbulk ¼ 4.9 6 0.4. This result falls
in the range found from previous 17O MRD studies (at 27C)
FIGURE 3 As in Fig. 2, but for 2H.
TABLE 3 Results of ﬁts to 17O and 2H MRD data from SNase mutants at 20C
From 17O MRD data From 2H MRD data
SNase variant pH CP (mM)* 10
3 Na(ta=tbulk  1) NbS2b NgS2g 103 Na(ta=tbulk  1) NbS2b NgS2g
D1PHS 4.5 1.59 2.0 6 0.1 1.45 6 0.04 3.8 6 0.3 1.5 6 0.3 3.2 6 0.1 4.8 6 0.8
D1PHS 7.0 1.59 2.3 6 0.2 1.70 6 0.06 5.0 6 0.4 2.1 6 0.2 2.2 6 0.1 4.6 6 0.4
D1PHS 9.5 1.59 2.5 6 0.2 1.73 6 0.06 4.3 6 0.4 1.9 6 0.5 4.8 6 0.2 12 6 2
D1PHS/V66K 4.5 0.85 1.7 6 0.2 1.64 6 0.06 3.3 6 0.5 1.4 6 0.4 3.4 6 0.2 3.9 6 1.0
D1PHS/V66K 7.0 1.44 2.4 6 0.2 1.76 6 0.06 4.0 6 0.5 2.1 6 0.2 2.1 6 0.1 4.3 6 0.6
D1PHS/V66E 7.0 1.18 2.3 6 0.2 1.81 6 0.06 4.5 6 0.4 2.2 6 0.3 2.1 6 0.1 4.5 6 0.9
D1PHS/V66E 9.5 1.00 2.1 6 0.2 1.81 6 0.07 4.6 6 0.5 1.5 6 0.5 4.8 6 0.2 14 6 2
All MRD proﬁles were subjected to bi-Lorentzian ﬁts with three adjustable parameters and the two correlation times were ﬁxed at the mean values, tb ¼ 12.6
ns and tg ¼ 2.1 ns, obtained from unconstrained ﬁts.
*Protein concentration in MRD sample.
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of a dozen different proteins, ta/tbulk¼ 5.46 0.6 (mean6 1
SD) (Halle, 2004b). Since the rotational retardation factor
decreases with decreasing temperature (Modig et al., 2004),
the agreement would be even closer if the comparison had
been made at the same temperature. In regard to surface
hydration, SNase can thus be regarded as a typical globular
protein.
Buried water in parent and mutant proteins with
uncharged Glu-66 or Lys-66
We consider now the amplitude parameters b and g deduced
from the 17O and 2H dispersion proﬁles of the D1PHS
parent and of the V66E and V66K variants at pH 7.0 (Figs. 2
and 3). With the aid of Eq. 5, these parameters can be
transformed into the quantities NbS
2
b and NgS
2
g; involving the
number of buried water molecules associated with the b- and
g-dispersions and the mean-square orientational order
parameters for these water molecules (see Materials and
Methods). The ﬁnding that tb ¼ tR (see above) implies that
the water molecules responsible for the b-dispersion have
residence times, tW  10 ns (see Materials and Methods).
The water molecules that give rise to the g-dispersion, with
tg ¼ 2.1 ns, must have shorter residence times. With the aid
of Eq. 4 and tR ¼ 12.6 ns, we obtain tW ¼ 2.5 ns. This
should be regarded as an average over several hydration sites
with residence times in a range of ;1–5 ns.
At pH 7.0, the ionizable groups of Glu-66 (pKa 8.8) and
Lys-66 (pKa 5.7) are essentially in their uncharged forms (98
and 95%, respectively), as in the crystal structures of these
mutants. The MRD results (Table 3) can therefore be com-
pared directly to crystallographically identiﬁed buried water
molecules (Table 2). The MRD results clearly demonstrate
that neither mutation has a signiﬁcant effect on the number
(or orientational order) of buried water molecules with tW
10 ns: NbS
2
b ¼ 1.7–1.8 from the 17O data and 2.1–2.2 from
the 2H data. The difference of 0.4 units may be attributed to
a small contribution from labile protein deuterons (Denisov
and Halle, 1995b), to a water molecule with a relatively long
(10–100 ms) residence time (see below), or to a difference
between the 2H and 17O order parameters (Denisov et al.,
1997). Also the number of (partly) buried water molecules
with tW  2.5 ns is unaffected (within the experimental
accuracy) by the mutations: NgS
2
g ¼ 4.0–5.0 for both nuclei
and for all three SNase variants.
The deeply buried Wat4, which is only seen in the 95 K
structure of PHS/V66E, is expected to have a long (10 ns)
residence time and would therefore contribute to NbS
2
b: The
ﬁnding that, for both 17O and 2H, NbS
2
b is the same for V66E
as for the D1PHS parent supports the conclusion that Wat4
is a cryoartifact, not present at room temperature. The second
water molecule, Wat5 buried near Glu-66, is seen also in the
room-temperature structure, but the MRD data provide no
evidence for its presence in solution. If Wat5 were present,
we would expect either NbS
2
b or NgS
2
g to be signiﬁcantly
larger for the V66E mutant than for the D1PHS parent, but
this is not the case for any of the two nuclei (Table 3).
A possible resolution of this discrepancy is that Wat5 is
orientationally disordered and hence has an unusually small
order parameter. This would be consistent with the large
thermal B-factor of Wat5 in the room-temperature structure
(39 A˚2), corresponding to an RMS atomic displacement of
1.2 A˚. Furthermore, whereas highly ordered internal water
molecules typically have three or four short polar contacts
(indicating strong hydrogen bonds), Wat5 has no less than
ﬁve oxygens and two nitrogens within 3.8 A˚ but only one of
these seven potential hydrogen-bond partners is within 3.0 A˚
(in the room-temperature structure). This suggests that Wat5
can adopt several alternative orientations without sacriﬁcing
its polar interactions. If these orientations are sampled on
timescales shorter than the correlation time (12.6 and 2.1 ns
for the b- and g-dispersions, respectively), then the effective
electric ﬁeld gradient tensor is orientationally averaged and
the order parameter of Wat5 might be reduced to an
unobservably small value (S2  1).
The MRD data for all three SNase variants at pH 7.0 can
be accounted for by two water molecules with tW  10 ns
and ﬁve water molecules with tW  2.5 ns, in total seven
buried or partly buried water molecules. These numbers
should be regarded as lower bounds, corresponding to high
orientational order (S2  1). If some of the buried water
molecules are orientationally disordered (S2 , 1), their
number would be correspondingly greater. In an extreme
case, a long-lived buried water might have S2 1 and there-
fore not contribute signiﬁcantly to the dispersion amplitude.
As noted above, this may be the case for Wat5.
Another reason why the MRD-derived quantity NbS
2
b (but
not NgS
2
g) may indicate a smaller number of buried water
molecules than seen in the crystal structure is that the water
residence time, tW, may be comparable to or longer than the
intrinsic spin relaxation time (see Materials and Methods).
This has the effect of reducing NbS
2
b by the factor
(11v2QS
2 tR tWÞ1=2; where vQ is the nuclear quadrupole
frequency (Halle et al., 1999). In the case of 17O, this factor
is 0.9 for tW ¼ 0.45 ms and 0.5 for tW ¼ 6 ms (assuming
S2¼ 0.7). Owing to the smaller 2H quadrupole frequency, the
fast-exchange regime extends to longer residence times, so
that the 2H correction factor is 0.9 for tW¼ 35 ms and 0.5 for
tW¼ 450 ms. The ﬁnding that NbS2b is 20% larger for 2H than
for 17O could thus be rationalized by one buried water
molecule with a residence time in the range 10–100 ms.
Nevertheless, the MRD results indicate that nearly all of the
buried water molecules have residence times shorter than
a few microseconds at 20C. A buried water molecule with
tW.10 ms would not contribute signiﬁcantly even to the
2H
dispersion, but this is an unlikely possibility. The longest
residence time so far determined for a water molecule buried
in a protein is 0.4 ms at 20C and this refers to a water
molecule with four near-optimal hydrogen bonds, completely
buried beneath a disulﬁde bond (Denisov et al., 1996).
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In conclusion, the 17O and 2H dispersions observed at
pH 7.0 (Figs. 2 and 3) can be accounted for by the eight
buried water molecules identiﬁed in all crystal structures of
SNase (Table 2). We tentatively assign the b-dispersion
(corresponding to tW 10 ns) to the deeply buried water
molecules Wat1–Wat3. The g-dispersion can be attributed to
Wat6–Wat10, partly buried in deep surface pockets with
residence times of a few nanoseconds. However, we cannot
exclude a contribution to the g-dispersion from one or two
additional water molecules, not identiﬁed in the crystal
structures, perhaps because they are displaced by direct
protein-protein contacts in the crystal lattice. Finally, and
most importantly, the MRD data provide no evidence for the
presence of additional buried water molecules in the V66E
and V66K mutants not present in the D1PHS parent. How-
ever, one such water molecule (Wat5) might have escaped
detection because of orientational disorder.
Buried water in mutant proteins with charged
Glu-66 or Lys-66
We now discuss the MRD data obtained under conditions
where Glu-66 and Lys-66 in the V66E and V66K mutants
are predominantly in the ionized state. Based on previously
determined pKa values (Dwyer et al., 2000; Fitch et al.,
2002), we expect Glu-66 to be 83% ionized at pH 9.5 and
Lys-66 to be 94% ionized at pH 4.5. To isolate hydration
changes caused by the ionization of these residues from other
pH-dependent effects, we also studied the D1PHS parent
protein at pH 4.5 and 9.5. The 17O and 2H dispersion proﬁles
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and the resulting parameter
values are given in Table 3.
We consider ﬁrst the effect of Glu-66 deprotonation
between pH 7.0 and 9.5. As seen from Fig. 2 A, the four
17O dispersion proﬁles obtained from the D1PHS parent and
its V66E mutant at pH 7.0 and 9.5 are virtually identical.
Accordingly, no signiﬁcant effects of theV66Emutation or of
the pH change can be seen in any of the MRD parameters
(Table 3). Although no crystal structure is available for the
V66E mutant at pH values where Glu-66 is deprotonated, the
17O MRD data clearly show that Glu-66 deprotonation is not
accompanied by penetration of additional long-lived and
ordered water molecules. Furthermore, if an orientationally
disordered water molecule (Wat5) is buried near the pro-
tonatedGlu-66, it does not become substantiallymore ordered
when the carboxyl group is deprotonated. The 2H MRD data
are consistent with this picture, but they are masked by a
dominant contribution from labile SNase hydrogens for both
D1PHS andV66E at pH 9.5 (Fig. 3A andTable 3). As a result
of base-catalyzed hydrogen exchange with water, most
hydroxyl, amino (if not deprotonated), and guanidino hydro-
gens in SNase will have residence times in the microsecond
range at pH 9.5. These labile hydrogens will therefore be in
the fast-exchange limit and will contribute to NbS
2
b; albeit
with smaller order parameters than for hydrogens in buried
water molecules (Denisov and Halle, 1995b). The large
increase in NgS
2
g is caused by labile hydrogens, including
(exposed) amide hydrogens, in the intermediate-exchange
regime, where the effective correlation time becomes shorter
than tR even though the residence time is longer than tR
(Halle et al., 1999).
In contrast to the pH invariant hydration behavior of
V66E, the 17O dispersion from the V66K mutant does
exhibit a signiﬁcant pH dependence between pH 7.0 and 4.5,
where the Lys-66 amino group is protonated. However,
because a similar pH dependence is observed for the D1PHS
parent (Fig. 2 B), it cannot be attributed to the ionization of
Lys-66. As seen from Table 3, all three 17OMRD parameters
for the D1PHS parent are signiﬁcantly reduced at pH 4.5.
Similar reductions are seen for the V66K mutant, although
the effect on NbS
2
b is barely signiﬁcant. We attribute these
effects to incipient acid denaturation at pH 4.5. Whereas
protonation of Lys-66 leads to partial or global unfolding in
the PHS/V66K mutant (Stites et al., 1991; Garcı´a-Moreno
et al., 1997), the more stable D1PHS/V66K mutant appears
to exist primarily in the native conformation at pH . 4.2,
even though Lys-66 is 97% ionized at pH 4.2 (Fitch et al.,
2002). Although structural changes were not observed by
ﬂuorescence, far-UV CD, or 1H NMR spectroscopy down to
pH 4.2, the (D1PHS/V66K)  (D1PHS) difference pot-
entiometric titration curve suggests that acid denaturation of
the mutant already is underway at pH 4.5 (Fitch et al., 2002).
All these measurements were done at 25C and in the
presence of 100 mM KCl, whereas the MRD experiments
were carried out at lower temperature (20C) and in the
presence of 133 mMNa2SO4, which is known to stabilize the
native protein (Shortle et al., 1990). Nevertheless, the MRD
data indicate structural changes in the D1PHS parent as well
as in the V66K mutant at pH 4.5. Although these structural
changes may be subtle, the involvement of all three MRD
parameters suggests that they are not local. A drop in the
intrinsic ﬂuorescence intensity from the D1PHS protein
between pH 7 and 4 (Fitch et al., 2002) is consistent with the
subtle global structural change reﬂected in the MRD data.
Evidence for partial acid denaturation at pH 4.5 is also
provided by the 2H MRD data, through the reduction of the
surface hydration parameter Na(ta/tbulk–1) (Fig. 3 B and
Table 3). Although acid unfolding should increase Na, the
dominant effect has been found to be a reduction of the
rotational retardation factor, ta/tbulk, presumably caused by
disruption of surface hydration sites occupied by strongly
dynamically retarded water molecules (Denisov et al., 1998;
Halle et al., 2004). The slight reduction of NbS
2
b seen in the
17O data is masked in the 2H data by a labile-hydrogen
contribution at pH 4.5. This can be attributed to those
carboxyl groups that remain protonated at this pH and to
acid-catalyzed exchange of hydroxyl hydrogens (Denisov
and Halle, 1995b). The large increase in NgS
2
g seen at pH 9.5
is not observed at pH 4.5, because amide proton exchange is
essentially base-catalyzed.
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In conclusion, the MRD data do not provide any evidence
for penetration of long-lived and ordered water molecules
concomitant with ionization of Glu-66 or Lys-66. Further-
more, any water molecules that might be buried in the
unionized forms of the mutants, but escape detection because
of orientational disorder, do not become substantially more
ordered upon ionization of Glu-66 or Lys-66. The param-
eters NbS
2
b and NgS
2
g; which are proportional to the number
of long-lived water molecules, do not change at all when
Glu-66 is ionized, whereas they decrease slightly when
Lys-66 is ionized. The latter effect, which is opposite to what
would be expected for ionization-induced water penetration,
is attributed to incipient acid denaturation, which might
reduce the order parameters of one or more buried water
molecules remote from the mutation site.
To exhibit the effect of the V66E and V66K mutations
more directly, theMRD data in Figs. 2 and 3 can be displayed
as the difference, DR1 ¼ R1(mutant) – R1(parent), of the
relaxation rates measured for mutant and parent protein at the
same pH (and normalized to the same protein concentration).
Since the crystal structures show only local structural
perturbations in these mutants (see above), the difference
dispersion provides a direct visual indication of any
hydration changes induced by the mutation. As seen from
Fig. 4, the 17O DR1 values do not deviate signiﬁcantly from
zero for either mutant at either pH value. To illustrate the
sensitivity of the MRD method, Fig. 4 shows the difference-
dispersion proﬁles expected if the mutant contained one more
buried water molecule than the D1PHS parent. This putative
water molecule is taken to be highly ordered (S2 ¼ 1) and its
correlation time (which obeys Eq. 4 with tR ¼ 12.6 ns) is
indicated in the ﬁgure. Taking the experimental error into
account, the MRD data allow us to exclude the presence in
the V66E or V66K mutant of even a single long-lived (tW.
5 ns) and orientationally ordered (S2 . 0.3) water molecule
that is not present in the D1PHS parent protein. The only
case where a signiﬁcant difference-dispersion can be
discerned is in the 2H data for V66E at pH 9.5 (Fig. 4).
Since a corresponding difference dispersion is not seen in the
17O data, it can be attributed to a small difference in the
labile-hydrogen contribution (which is very large at this pH).
Since the mutant is less stable than the parent, some of the
amide hydrogens that dominate the g-dispersion may
exchange faster in the mutant and thereby make a slightly
larger contribution to NgS
2
g: The absence of a
2H difference
dispersion from the Glu-66 carboxyl hydrogen at pH 7.0
indicates that the buried location of this labile hydrogen
protects it from exchange on timescales ,104 s.
Water penetration versus conformational change
Buried water molecules constitute a ubiquitous and geneti-
cally conserved feature of most globular proteins (Baker,
1995), stabilizing the native protein conformation as versatile
hydrogen-bond partners and sometimes participating directly
in catalytic or binding processes (Meyer, 1992). Another
stabilizing role of buried water molecules was suggested
soon after the discovery of internal water molecules in high-
resolution crystal structures: they may help to spread the
charge of buried ionized groups over a larger volume, thus
increasing the effective local dielectric constant of the protein
interior (Birktoft and Blow, 1972). A recent survey of Asp
and Glu residues in native proteins includes a few strongly
upshifted pKa values (Forsyth et al., 2002). These carboxyl
groups tend to be located in deep surface pockets or near
other (deprotonated) carboxylates. Completely buried, non-
ion-paired, native carboxyl groups do occur, particularly in
larger proteins, but pKa values are rarely available. One
example is Glu-108 in carboxypeptidase A (pH 7.5, room
temperature), residing in a nonpolar environment with
a buried water molecule as the only polar atom within
hydrogen-bonding distance (Rees et al., 1983; Kilshtain-
FIGURE 4 The difference, DR1 ¼ R1(mutant) – R1(parent), between the
2H (top) and 17O (bottom) relaxation rates (from Figs. 2 and 3) for V66E at
pH 7.0 (¤) and 9.5 (d), and for V66K at pH 7.0 ()) and 4.5 (s). An error
bar is shown for one of the data points. The dashed curves illustrate the ef-
fect of a putative ordered water molecule present in the mutant but not in the
parent protein and with the indicated correlation time.
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Vardi et al., 2003). Another example is Glu-109 in chymosin
(pH 6.0, room temperature), with one buried water molecule
and a serine hydroxyl group within hydrogen-bonding
distance (Gilliland et al., 1990). In both of these structures,
the buried water molecule has three oxygen atoms within
2.9 A˚. The shortest of these contacts, 2.5–2.6 A˚, is with one
of the carboxyl oxygens of the buried glutamate. The coordi-
nation geometry of these buried water molecules is much
closer to planar trigonal than tetrahedral. These geometrical
features, as well as the remarkably small B-factors, prompted
the suggestion that these water molecules might actually be
hydronium (H3O
1) ions (Gilliland et al., 1990; Baker, 1995).
If this is correct, thenwemust also entertain this possibility for
the carboxyl-coordinating water molecule in the cryostruc-
tures of the PHS/V66E and PHS/V66D mutants, which have
a similar coordination geometry. In regard to the MRD
measurements, a buried hydronium ion would make a similar
contribution as a buried water molecule. To transform the
neutral hydrogen-bonded pair COOHOH2 into the charge-
separated pair COO1HOH2 requires a proton trans-
location by merely a few tenths of an A˚ngstro¨m. A short
symmetric hydrogen bond could be stabilized by resonance
between these two structures, but only if the pKa values of the
two hydrogen-bond donors are matched (Perrin, 1994). This
is certainly not the case here, the hydronium ion being much
more acidic than the carboxyl group (particularly in an apolar
environment). We therefore dismiss the possibility that the
buried water molecule in any of these structures is
a hydronium ion. Also the structure COOH1HOH2 is an
implausible alternative to COOHOH2 because of the large
self-energy of the buried charge.
The pKa shift of the buried Glu-66 or Lys-66 is determined
by the difference between the water/ protein transfer free
energies of the deprotonated and protonated forms of the
ionizable group. For the apolar environment of residue 66 in
SNase, both of these terms must be positive, but the dominant
term is the one involving the charged form. In a macroscopic
dielectric continuum description, this term corresponds to the
Born (free) energy. The principal question that we pose here
is why the experimentally determined DpKa values of Glu-66
and Lys-66 are smaller than predicted theoretically from
either macroscopic (Garcı´a-Moreno et al., 1997; Dwyer et al.,
2000) or semimacroscopic (Fitch et al., 2002; Dwyer et al.,
2000; Schutz and Warshel, 2001) models. A possible
resolution of this problem, suggested by previous crystallo-
graphic ﬁndings (Dwyer et al., 2000), is that one or more
buried water molecules interact favorably with the charged
form of the ionizable group. However, all crystal structures
discussed so far (Table 1) as well as the solution MRD data
obtained at pH 7.0 refer to the uncharged form of the
ionizable group and, therefore, do not provide conclusive
evidence either for or against the involvement of buried water
molecules in the ionization of Glu-66 and Lys-66.
Even if there is no buried water molecule next to the
uncharged ionizable group, as indicated by room-temperature
crystallography and MRD, one or more water molecules
might penetrate the protein once the group is ionized.
A simple estimate shows that the attractive interaction be-
tween a water molecule and a charged carboxylate or amino
group in an apolar environment can easily increase the water
occupancy of a preexisting cavity from an unobservably low
value to unity. The contribution to DpKa from such a water
molecule can be regarded as the sum of a favorable interaction
term and an unfavorable polarization term, which includes the
orientation of the water molecule as well as the transfer of the
water molecule from the external solvent to the cavity.
Whether this scenario actually occurs or not can only be
decided from data acquired under conditions where Glu-66
and Lys-66 are ionized. This is the case for the MRD data
measured at pH 4.5 and 9.5, which demonstrate conclusively
that ionization of Glu-66 or Lys-66 does not lead to burial of
any long-lived and ordered water molecules in SNase. A
water molecule interacting directly with a charged group
buried in an apolar environment would almost certainly have
a long (.10 ns) residence time and be highly ordered and
would thus not have escaped detection by MRD (Fig. 4).
Two mechanisms have been discussed that could enhance
the effective local polarizability and thereby reduce the pKa
shift: water penetration and local conformational change.
The results presented here argue against water penetration,
thus leaving ionization-induced reorganization of the protein
structure as the dominant mechanism. The MRD data show
that all long-lived buried water molecules are conserved at
pH 9.5, thus ruling out large-scale conformational changes as
a result of ionization of Glu-66. Although the MRD data
indicate some structural changes at pH 4.5, these changes are
neither localized (since all three MRD parameters are
affected) nor produced by ionization of Lys-66 (since similar
changes were seen for the D1PHS parent protein). However,
if ionization of these residues is accompanied by local struc-
tural changes, this would not affect the surface hydration
parameter, Na(ta/tbulk–1), signiﬁcantly, and as long as long-
lived hydration sites are neither created nor destroyed, then
NbS
2
b and NgS
2
g would also be unaffected. The MRD results
are thus entirely consistent with a local structural change
induced by ionization. More direct evidence for this
mechanism has recently emerged from a low-pH crystal
structure of the D1PHS/V66K mutant, showing that the
ionized Lys-66 side chain is highly disordered (D. Karp, M.
Stahley, G. Gittis, W. Stites, E. Lattman, and B. Garcı´a-
Moreno, unpublished results).
The dichotomy of water penetration and local conforma-
tional change bears some resemblance to the long-standing
debate about the relative importance of solvent penetration
and local unfolding in the mechanism of amide hydrogen
exchange in proteins (Englander and Kallenbach, 1984).
However, there is an important difference: here, we are
concerned with equilibrium states of the protein, whereas the
hydrogen exchange issue hinges on transient intermediates.
The present work does not address the mechanism and
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kinetics of the ionization process. Ionization of a buried
COOH group clearly does not involve expulsion of a bare
proton, but requires an encounter with a water molecule or
a hydroxide ion to which the proton is transferred through a
hydrogen bond. Whether this occurs before or after the con-
formational change remains an open question.
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